The Forecast for Solar
Panelist Remarks- February 2022
On February 16, 2022, OurEnergyPolicy held a webinar examining the current state and
trajectory of the solar industry. Per the EIA, solar power will account for nearly half of all new
U.S. electric generating capacity in 2022. Find the recording here.
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Issue Scope
The Biden administration aims to have the equivalent of five million homes powered by community
solar by 2025.
The Department of Energy's Solar Futures Study projects that solar energy generation could reach
40% of the country's electricity consumption by 2035 and achieve nearly 50% by 2050 with help
from federal infrastructure investments.

Solar in the Energy Sector
Solar as a renewable energy source has grown dramatically in the last decade, stemming from
innovations in technology and decreasing costs.
Nearly 2/3s of solar modules come from China.
When asked about solar's 5 to 10 year trajectory, panelists offered these predictions:
The sector will be supported by improvements in energy storage technologies.
There will be increased integration into development projects alongside wind and biomass.
The price of solar energy and equipment will continue to decrease.
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Challenges Articulated by Panelists
Project permitting can be slow as it involves many jurisdictions and stakeholders.
Panelists explained the inherent difficulty in allocating distribution costs when installing large
amounts of solar.
FERC's jurisdictional authority is linked to transmission congestion, but the agency is attempting
to utilize a broader approach focused on reliability that may influence project backlogs.
Panelists articulated the need to continue to scale solar and help lower soft costs, while maintaining
multiple robust supply chains.
Issue of energy justice and how it relates to the solar workforce.
Distributed solar can help marginalized communities when it comes to consumption and
installation.
Barriers such as homeowner status and FICO scores persist.
Distributed energy resources (DERs) and community solar offer pathways to help communities
incorporate more solar energy.
Solar industry possesses an information asymmetry when it comes to assisting communities.
Information must come from trusted suppliers, preferably locally.
Net metering programs across the country are being reconsidered by state authorities and are often
replaced with programs supported by utilities, hindering the growth of solar energy.
Panelists agreed that a dissonance exists between utilities and DERs
Investor owned utilities need a business case that is clear and profitable.
Need to bridge the gap in panel recycling by designing modules that are easier to dissemble.

Actions
Programs like DOE's SolarAPP+ have the potential to help standardize information at the local level,
helping to automate processing that jurisdictions can opt into, helping to compile data, and helping
to connect stakeholders.
When thinking of solar module components, alternative technologies aren't substantial enough yet,
but in the meantime the U.S. can drive upstream modular manufacturing.
An example of recent, related, legislation includes Senator Jon Ossoff's Solar Energy
Manufacturing for America Act.
Panelists expressed the need to work on the efficiency of getting solar to the consumer.
An example is bundling electric vehicles with solar packages, as consumers are willing to pay
more readily for a bundle, rather than the disparate products.
Increasing grid resilience and creating a more meshed grid are key.
Programs such as the National Community Solar Partnership and Credit Ready Solar offer ways
to share best practices and financing opportunities for low-income communities.
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